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The invention concerns a cordless telephone set (1) comprising a housing (2) containing a power supply unit, a receiver transmitter unit for allowing telephone calls, a loudspeaker (8), a microphone (9) and circuitry for the working of said telephone set, further comprising a handsfree unit, fed by the same power supply and comprising an auxiliary radio transmitting unit (11) for broadcasting the telephone audio signal received from said telephone set.
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"A CORDLESS HANDSFREE TELEPHONE SET".

The present invention relates to a cordless telephone set such as for example a portable telephone set of the type used in a cellular telephone network.

In the mobile telephone systems the are presently known compact portable telephone sets through which it is possible to place and receive calls within a cellular telephone network, for example in accordance with the GSM system.

The telephone sets presently used in cellular mobile telephone systems are generally enclosed in small size prismatic housings or cases that can be easily held in the hand palm.

For such reason such compact portable telephone sets are also called "palmar" telephones.

Outside the housing there are generally provided an alphanumeric keyboard, a display on which the numbers and the codes selected through the keyboard are shown, a first opening located in correspondence of a microphone contained in the housing, a second opening located in correspondence of a loudspeaker contained in the housing and a length of whip antenna.

Inside the housing, further to the above mentioned microphone and loudspeaker, there are housed the operating circuitry of the cordless telephone set and a power supply unit comprising one or more (generally rechargeable) batteries.

Such circuitry further comprises a low power receiver transmitter unit for communicating, through the antenna provided in the telephone set and the antennas - fixed on ground and/or
provided on-board of satellites - of the cellular telephone network, with other users of the telephone network.

The portable handheld units of the above mentioned type are generally designed for personal use and must be kept near the user's head for an effective usage, since otherwise the voice from the loudspeaker of the telephone set would not be audible to the user, and the microphone of the telephone set would not receive a sufficient level of acoustic power to be transmitted.

In order to allow using of such telephone sets even at a certain distance from the user, and particularly without the need to hold the apparatus in the hand, e.g. when driving a car, or in order to allow a number of people in a room to listen and talk through a single telephone set, suitable amplifying devices known as add-on hand-free modules have been developed.

Such handsfree module or devices are of particular advantage when at least one person involved in a conversation is driving a car since the driver can freely conversate through the portable telephone set without holding this latter in his hands.

Such handsfree devices generally comprise an audio amplifier, a loudspeaker for radiating acoustic power into the air, and a microphone that is more sensible than those usually housed in portable telephone sets. As an alternative to using a more sensible microphone, a small microphone can be attached at the end of a flexible support or on other holding means, and thus can be positioned near the user's mouth to let the user's hands free.

Additionally the handsfree devices need to be connected to the portable telephone set through a small cable equipped
with a suitable connector.

This cable connection allows the transmission of the audio (voice) signals from the telephone set to the loudspeaker of the amplifying device, and from the microphone of the amplifying device to the telephone set.

This electric connection is usually established through either a proper pendant connector or a connector housed within a fixed base to which the portable telephone set can be attached.

Therefore the use of a hand-free device has the drawback that the portable set must be inserted into a connector or attached to a fixed base or adapter unit.

For this reason using such an add-on device is often annoying, particularly for short-duration and frequent calls since the telephone set must be frequently inserted into and extracted from the connector for being used both inside and outside the vehicle.

The above fixed bases or adapter units for handsfree use of the portable telephone have a further drawback in that they are permanently installed inside the motor car, often by skilled personnel, and therefore they cannot be easily removed and transferred to other vehicles.

A further drawback again deriving from the need to establish an electric connection between the portable telephone set and the handsfree device comes from the fact that such frequent in and out pluggings wear out the connector and rapidly impair its reliable connection and often lead to its breaking or malfunction.

WO 96/32783 discloses an interfacing device between a portable telephone and a car radio receiver that converts the
audio signal of the portable telephone set into an RF radio signal adapted to be received by the antenna of the car radio receiver so that it can be reproduced through the loudspeakers of the car radio receiver.

This way the relatively weak acoustic signal from the small loudspeaker of the portable telephone set, is amplified and can be heard in the car compartment without need to hold the telephone set near the user's ear.

The interfacing device disclosed in WO 96/32783 is preferably housed within a fixed base that is adapted to receive the telephone set.

This base unit or housing is provided with a further electric connector for the connection to the telephone set.

A first object of the present invention is therefore to solve the technical problem of allowing the combined use of a portable telephone set with a radio receiver - such as for example a car radio receiver - without inserting the telephone set into an adapter unit or connecting the telephone set to a connector.

The above and other objects are accomplished through the telephone set of the invention, as claimed in the attached claims.

Advantageously the telephone set according to the invention can be used near any radio receiver set, e.g. a car radio receiver, tuned on an assigned frequency determined by an auxiliary radio transmitter associated with the telephone set, without having to connect the portable set to an electric connector or attach it to a fixed base mounted in the car.

Therefore the telephone set according to the invention
can be used for carrying out telephone conversations inside the car compartment by placing it over the dashboard or securing it to a support or an arm, with such support or arm being inexpensive and adapted to be easily fitted to and unfitted from different vehicles, since no electric connection to the vehicle is required.

The above and other objects of the invention will become evident from the following description of a preferred embodiment thereof, reference being made to the attached drawings in which:

Fig. 1 schematically illustrates a cordless telephone set, and more particularly Fig. 1a is a front view, Fig. 1b is a rear view, and Fig. 1c shows a car radio receiver;

Fig. 2 illustrates a telephone set according to a first embodiment of the invention as seen from the rear and with the cover removed;

Fig. 3 is a block diagram of a first portion of an electric circuit inside the telephone set according to the invention;

Fig. 4 is a block diagram of a second portion of an electric circuit inside the telephone set according to the invention;

Fig. 5 illustrates an alternative embodiment of the telephone set in Figura 2;

Fig. 6 comprises three perspective views of an external add-on hand-free module according to present invention;

Fig. 7 illustrates an antenna disposed inside the addidional module of Figura 6;

Fig. 8 is a block diagram of an electric circuit housed in the additional module.
With reference to Fig. 1a a cordless telephone set 1 comprises a housing 2, an alphanumeric keyboard 3, a display 4, for displaying the numbers and the codes selected through (digitated on) the keyboard 3. In the housing there are provided a first small opening 5 for a microphone and a second opening 6 in correspondence of a loudspeaker both of which are located inside the housing 2, and an antenna 7.

Inside the housing 2, in addition to the above mentioned microphone and loudspeaker, there are located the typical circuits of a cordless telephone set such as a low power receiver transmitter unit for exchanging communications through the antenna 7 provided in the telephone set 1 and fixed and/or satellite antennas so that users of the cellular telephone network can communicate with each other.

Fig. 1b further schematically illustrates the back of the telephone set 1, with a power supply unit or battery 21, provided with a leaf connector 20 usually used also for recharging the battery.

Still referring to Fig. 1, and particularly to Fig. 1c, there is further schematically shown a conventional FM radio reveiver set 51 comprising a case 52 housing the typical circuits of an FM radio reveiver, an antenna 57 and a pair of loudspeakers 56.

In the front panel of case 52 there are shown control means 53a and 53b for controlling the functions of the radio set, respectively a knob 53a for adjusting the sound volume and a tuning knob 53b, with the information concerning the tuned frequency, as well as other operating information, being displayed on a display 54.
As better shown in the first embodiment illustrated in Fig. 2, the telephone set 1 according to the invention further comprises a board 10 carrying the electronic components of an auxiliary radio transmitting unit 11.

Such auxiliary radio transmitting unit 11 serves to radio broadcast through a dedicate antenna 12, the audio frequency signal that usually should be applied to the loudspeaker 8 inside the housing 2, adjacent the opening 6 in the front of the housing 2 as shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, the loudspeaker 8 is only schematically shown since as a matter of fact it is disposed within the housing 2 adjacent the opening 6 in the front panel of housing 2 as shown in Fig. 1.

Advantageously the auxiliary radio transmitting unit 11 is provided with a flexible antenna 12 disposed in a dedicated seat peripherally formed in the wall of the housing 2.

Consequently the antenna 12 is disposed outside the shielding protecting the circuitry 14 of the telephone set from electromagnetic interferences (EMI), this circuitry 14 being visible in the view partially cut away of Fig. 2 through opening 13 in the board 10.

A switch 16 that can be actuated from outside the housing 2, is provided for inhibiting the working of unit 11 when it is not desired to send out the voice signal by using the auxiliary radio transmitting unit.

Preferably, the audio frequency signal taken from the terminals of loudspeaker 8 is amplified by an amplifier 15 before being applied to unit 11.

The auxiliary radio transmitting unit 11 can for example comprise a FM reactance modulator provided with a quartz
oscillator adapted to oscillate at a frequency selected so as its radio carrier is located within an FM radio band comprised between 86 and 108 MHz.

As an alternative, the auxiliary radio transmitting unit 11 can employ a PLL oscillator, easily programmable for oscillating at different frequencies.

This way the user can select, for example through the telephone keyboard, a frequency not in use in the 86 - 108 MHz band as a transmission frequency of the auxiliary unit, and tune the radio receiver on it.

Moreover the FM modulator power is preferably low so that the broadcast signal can be received only by a radio receiver 52 being immediately near the telephone set, thus ensuring the privacy of the conversations.

With reference to Fig. 3 there is illustrated a preferred embodiment of the amplifier circuit 15 and of the auxiliary radio transmitting unit 11 where the audio frequency signal is taken in correspondence of the leads that apply said signal to loudspeaker 8 in telephone set 1 (input 110, Fig. 3).

In the circuit shown in Fig. 3, reference 111 indicates a ferrite bead, 112 a capacitor having a value of 1 μF, 113 a 100 kΩ resistive potentiometer for adjusting the level of the signal to be amplified by the operational amplifier 114.

Reference 115 further indicates a 100 nF capacitor, 116 a 4.7 nF capacitor, 117 a 10 kΩ resistor, and 118 a 1 MΩ resistor.

The signal amplified by the operational amplifier 114 is applied through a 82 kΩ resistor 119 to a varicap 130 of the auxiliary radio transmitting unit unit 11.
Advantageously such auxiliary radio transmitting unit radio 11 comprises an NPN transistor 131, resistors 132, 133 and 134, respectively of 10 kΩ, 47 kΩ and 330 kΩ, a capacitor 135 (56 pF), capacitors 136, 137, 138, 139 and 140 (27 pF), a 6-10 pF variable capacitor 141, and a 100 nF capacitor 142.

The circuit of unit 11 further comprises an 86,625 MHz quartz 143, a 100 µH inductance 145 and an RF choke coil 146 directly formed on board 10 and connected to the antenna 12.

A power supply circuit 17 is further provided for feeding both the amplifier 15 and the auxiliary radio transmitting unit 11 unit.

Still with reference to Fig. 3, said power supply circuit 17 comprises an input terminal 150 to be connected to the existing supply line, typically a 6V terminal of the telephone set, a ferrite bead 151, a voltage regulator 152, capacitors 153, 154 and 155 having respectively the values of 10 µF, 10 nF and 1 µF, and a 2.7 kΩ resistor 156.

Again in accordance with the invention and with reference to Fig. 2, the telephone set 1 comprises an amplifier 18, for amplifying the signal generated by microphone 9 of the apparatus 1.

Thanks to an amplifier 18 the telephone set according to the invention is sensitive even to low level sounds and can allow a conversation even when located at a distance of 1.5-2 m from the talker.

Amplifier 18 further comprises a suppression circuit of signals from the microphone 9, of the type commonly used in handsfree devices of the prior art to prevent annoying echoing
effects.

The suppression circuit blocks the audio signal from the microphone 9 when an input audio signal is present to the loudspeaker 8.

This way the sound reproduced through the loudspeakers of the radio reveiver set, for example the one shown in Fig. 1 and indicated with reference 52, is prevented from being applied again to the telephone line after it has been received by the microphone 9.

With reference to Fig. 4, the telephone set according to the invention further comprises a circuit 60 for generating a radio signal adapted to control the operation of radio receiver sets such as the one indicated with reference 51 in Fig. 1, that are provided for being used in the Radio Data System (R.D.S.).

As it is known, the radio receiver apparatuses, particularly those be used on board of vehicles, are provided with R.D.S. functions that allow for example the automatic tuning of the receiver on stations transmitting audio information concerning traffic, while the driver is listening to an audio cassette or a CD player.

Thanks to the circuit illustrated in Fig. 4, the telephone set according to the invention is able to switch the working of the radio reveiver set, upon receiving the call ringing signal, so as to automatically actuate the radio tuner through which the user receives the telephone conversation.

Preferably, the circuit di Fig. 4 comprises a switch 61 that is opened when the ringer of the telephone set 1 is actuated, and starts a counter 62 the output signal of which is applied to a quartz modulator for generating a carrier signal
having a predetermined frequency (57 kHz in the European R.D.S. system) to be transmitted to amplifier 15 in correspondence of the node 59.

The circuit of Fig. 4 further comprises capacitors 63 (10 nF), 64 (2.2 μF), 65 (100 nF), 66 (10 nF), 67 (33 pF) and 68 (47 nF), resistors 69 (10 kΩ), 70 (from 220 kΩ to 1 MΩ), 71 (2.7 kΩ), 72 (1 MΩ) and 73 (10 kΩ), a varicap 78 and a variable capacitor 79 with a capacity adjustable from 10 to 60 pF.

A 10 kΩ potentiometer 74 is further provided on the output of counter 62, and two NAND logic gates 75 and 76 are connected to the output of the 57 kHz quartz 77.

At nodes 80a and 80b the circuit 60 is connected to a 5V power supply circuit, non shown.

Coded information can be transmitted to a radio receiver set 51 enabled to receive R.D.S. standard, and are shown on the display 54 in form of graphical characters, through the input 81 of circuit 60.

According to an alternate embodiment of the above described telephone set, schematically shown in Fig. 5, the telephone set 1 further comprises an auxiliary radio receiver unit 90 operating at a frequency F₂ that is different from the operating frequency F₁ of the auxiliary radio transmitting unit 11. Frequency F₂ is preferably in the band from 300 to 400 MHz used by wireless microphone.

Through said auxiliary unit radio receiver 90 the radio signal sent for example by a separate wireless microphone 91 provided with an inner battery and an antenna 92, is received and applied to circuit 14 of the telephone set for being transmitted along the telephone line.
This way a wireless microphone 91 can advantageously be positioned near the user's head, for example in correspondence of the breast pocket, to capture the user's voice during a telephone conversation.

In this modified embodiment the telephone set can for example be contained in a circular shape housing and provided with a wrist strap for being employed as a wrist telephone.

Fig. 6 illustrates a second embodiment of the handsfree apparatus according to the present invention. More particularly the three perspective views of Figs. 6a, 6b and 6c, show an external additional handsfree module 31 adapted to be coupled with a cordless telephone set such for example the one shown in Fig. 1.

The additional module 31 comprises a case 32 housing the electronic circuits implementing the handsfree device and sending the radio signal to the car radio receiver.

On a side of the case there is fitted a male connector with a plurality of contacts 33 to be inserted into a female connector 19 of the cordless telephone set 1. The connector 19 is a standard connector present in the lower portion of all cellular portable telephones and is usually aimed to interfacing the telephone set with external devices.

Near the connector 33 there is positioned a device 34 with tabs one of which is elastic for stably hooking the additional module 31 to the housing 2 of the telephone set 1, and a contact pin 35, adapted to make a contact with a blade or leaf 20 on the battery 21 of the telephone set 1, as shown in Fig. 1b.

The case 32 further contains a microphone 36 with a
small circular opening on one of the case narrow side and a
geriner 37 on the rear side of the case.

Fig. 7 shows the additional module of Fig. 6 incorporating an antenna 38 disposed inside the module in a
peripheral position. More particularly the antenna 38 is located
within a groove formed to this aim in the housing wall, for
transmitting the signal from the telephone set 1 to the car
radio receiver 51.

Fig. 8 is a block diagram of an electric circuit
embodying the handsfree circuit contained in the additional
module 31.

The diagram of Fig. 8 comprises four main blocks, one of
which is described hereinbelow.

In the first block A there is shown the circuit diagram
of the female connector 19, located in the lower portion of the
cellular telephone. The connector 19 has 10 pins, numbered from
1 to 10, from right to left.

A 50 kΩ resistore R1 is connected between pin No. 4 of
the connector and the ground, together with pins No. 1, 6 and 9.
These connections are necessary for switching the telephone set
1 in a mute condition in respect of its inner microphone, the
inner loudspeaker and the ringer, thus switching the telephone
into the handsfree condition of use.

A second block B illustrates the electric diagram of an
operational amplifier amplifying the signal from the microphone
36 located inside the additional module 31.

An operational amplifier U1A, of the LM358 type,
supplied with a 3V voltage on pin No. 5 of the telephone
connector 19, applies an amplified low frequency signal to pin
No. 8 of the same connector.

More particularly the circuit diagram depicted in block B comprises:
- a 22 kΩ resistor R2 providing a reference voltage to the operational amplifier U1A;
- a 3.3 μF capacitor C1 to stabilize the reference voltage of the operational amplifier;
- a 10 kΩ resistor R3 feeding the piezoelectric microphone.
- a capacitor C2 receiving the signal from the microphone 36, that filters it and galvanically insulates it from the inverting input of the operational amplifier U1A;
- a 10 kΩ resistor R4 for cutting the extreme frequencies so that the signal can reach the amplifier with an attenuated level;
- a 1 MΩ resistor R5 and a 220 pF capacitor C3, parallely connected to feedback the operational amplifier, thus setting the amplifier gain, and further operating like a low pass filter for the passage of frequencies between 3 and 5 kHz;
- a 4.7 μF capacitor C4 connected to the output of the operational amplifier for galvanically insulating the microphone amplifier from the internal circuits of the telephone set;
- a 470 kΩ resistor R6, in series with the capacitor C4, attenuates the signal and matches it to the input of the telephone set 1.

The third block C shows the electric diagram of a transmitter incorporating a FET transistor FET with grounded gate.

The audio signal to be transmitted is taken from pin No. 7 of the connector 19 and applied to a modulator for being
frequency modulated. An oscillator generates a frequency modulated signal that is sent to the radio receiver by a bobbin or coil on an air core. Thanks to this device the described transmitter does not require an antenna.

The transmitter is fed by a 6V voltage supplied by the battery 21 of the telephone through the contact pin 35 in the case 32 of the module.

In particular the components of this diagram are listed here in below:
- a 1 nF capacitor C5 connecting to ground the spurious RF signals RF that might be present in input;
- a 100 nF capacitor C6 galvanically insulating the circuits of the telephone set from those of the transmitter;
- a 47 kΩ resistor R7 and a 22 kΩ resistor R8 attenuating the low frequency audio signal and applying it to a diode D1 of the BAS 16 type;
- a diode D1 acting like a Varicap diode, i.e. a diode with a capacity that changes as a function of the voltage applied across its terminals, and modulating the signal from the oscillator;
- a 47 pF capacitor C7 that together with the diode D1 forms the frequency modulator;
- a coil L1 formed by 8 coils in air, a 10 pF capacitor C10 and a 22 pF capacitor C11 that constitute the tuning oscillator circuit;
- a 10 pF capacitor C8 and a 5-30 pF variable capacitor C9 to adjust the transmission frequency from 87.5 to 108 Mhz;
- a transistor T1, of the BF245 type, that oscillates and generates a radio frequency signal that is radiated through the coil L1;
- a 100 kΩ resistor R9 and a 10 nF capacitor C14 connecting to ground the gate terminal of transistor T1;
- a 100 μH impedance L2 connecting to ground the source terminal of transistor T1;
- a 100 nF capacitor C12 connecting to ground the RF signals from the oscillator so as to suppress any interference in the integrated circuit U2 stabilizing the power supply voltage and lowering it from 6 Volts to 5 Volts.

The fourth block D illustrates the electric diagram of a ringer circuit.

The circuit comprises an integrated circuit U3, of the NE556 type, and a buzzer BUZ.

The integrated circuit U3 comprises a double oscillator, with a first IC U3A being a timer set to about 3 seconds, the second IC U3B being an oscillator generating a frequency of about 1 kHz that after being amplified by transistor TR1, is applied to the buzzer BUZ.

When the telephone set is receiving a call, then a 3.6 V voltage is applied to pin 4 of the integrated circuit U3 that drives for about 3 seconds the 1 kHz oscillator that in turn generates the buzzer sound.

This way the user is warned of an incoming call and can fix the car radio receiver 51 to the handsfree function by tuning it to the proper frequency.

On the other hand this tuning can be automatically accomplished by providing in the additional module 31 a suitable circuit taking advantage of the possibilities of an R.D.S. system, such as for example the circuit shown in Fig. 4 and already described.
CLAIMS

1. A cordless telephone set comprising a housing (2) containing a power supply unit, a receiver transmitter unit allowing for telephone conversations, a loudspeaker (8), a microphone (9), circuits for the proper operating of said telephone set, and further comprising a handsfree unit, characterised in that said handsfree unit is fed by said power supply unit and comprises an auxiliary radio transmitting unit (11) for broadcasting the telephone audio signal received from said telephone set.

2. A telephone set as claimed in claim 1, characterised in that said handsfree unit is located inside the housing (2) of said telephone set.

3. A telephone set as claimed in claim 2, characterised in that said telephone audio signal is taken from the terminals of said loudspeaker (8).

4. A telephone set as claimed in claim 1, characterised in that said handsfree unit is located within an additional module (31) disposed outside said housing (2) and connected to the telephone set by electric connecting wires or mechanical and electric connectors.

5. A telephone set as claimed in claim 4, characterised in that said additional module (31) is provided with an electric connector (33) for matching a connector (19) provided in the lower portion of the telephone set.

6. A telephone set as claimed in claim 5, characterised in that said additional module (31) provides for at least a contact pin (35) adapted to make contact with a connecting leaf or blade (20) in the power supply unit (21) of the telephone
set.

7. A telephone set as claimed in claims 2 or 4, characterised in that the signal generated by said auxiliary radio transmitting unit (11) is a frequency modulated signal in the 86 - 108 MHz band.

8. A telephone set as claimed in claim 7, characterised in that said auxiliary radio transmitting unit (11) is an FM modulator comprising a grounded gate FET transistor (T1), the frequency of said modulator being selectable in the 86-108 MHz band.

9. A telephone set as claimed in claim 8, characterised in that the radio signal from said auxiliary radio transmitting unit (11) is broadcast through an air core coil (L1) present in said FM modulator.

10. A telephone set as claimed in claim 8, characterised in that the radio signal from said auxiliary radio transmitting unit (11) is broadcast through an internal antenna (38).

11. A telephone set as claimed in claim 7, characterised in that said auxiliary radio transmitting unit (11) is an FM reactance modulator provided with a quartz oscillator (130) oscillating at a frequency of 86.625 MHz and radiating through an antenna.

12. A telephone set as claimed in claim 11, further provided with an amplifier (15) amplifying said received telephone audio signal.

13. A telephone set as claimed in claim 7, characterised in that said auxiliary radio transmitting unit (11) is an FM modulator employing a PLL programmable frequency generator, oscillating in the 86-108 MHz frequency band and radiating
through an antenna.

14. A telephone set as claimed in claims 2 or 4, further comprising a wireless microphone (91) equipped with a radio transmitter unit, and an auxiliary radio receiver unit (90) adapted to receive through an antenna the signal transmitted by said wireless microphone (91), the operating frequency of said auxiliary radio receiver unit (90) and wireless microphone (91) being different from the operating frequency of said auxiliary radio transmitting unit (11).

15. A telephone set as claimed in claim 14, characterised in that the signal received from said auxiliary radio receiver unit (90) is a frequency modulated signal comprised in a band from 300 to 400 MHz.

16. A telephone set as claimed in claims 2 or 4, characterised in that said handsfree unit comprises a microphone the output signal of which is amplified by an operational amplifier.

17. A telephone set as claimed in any preceding claims characterised by further comprising a circuit (60) for generating a coded radio signal for controlling the operation of a radio receiver set designed for using the Radio Data System (R.D.S.).

18. A telephone set as claimed in claim 17, characterised in that said coded radio signal controls the automatic switching on of the radio tuner, by emulating the signal of a traffic information broadcast program.

19. A telephone set as claimed in any preceding claims, wherein said telephone set is adapted for use in a cellular telephone network.
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